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Abstract
Resolution and cut-free LK are the most popular propositional systems used for logical auto-
mated reasoning. The question whether or not resolution and cut-free LK have the same eciency
on the system of CNF formulas has been asked and studied since 1960 (Reckhow, Ph.D. The-
sis, University of Toronto, 1976; A. Urquhart, the complexity of propositional proofs, Bull. of
Symbolic Logic 1 (1995) 425{467). It was shown in Cook and Reckhow, J. Symbolic Logic
44 (1979) 36{50 that tree resolution has super-polynomial speed-up over (tree) cut-free LK.
Naturally, the current issue is whether or not resolution and cut-free LK expressed as directed
acyclic graphs (DAG) have the same eciency. In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm
to eliminate atomic cuts and show that cut-free LK (DAG) polynomially simulates resolution
when the input formula is expressed as a k-CNF formula. As a corollary, we show that regular
resolution does not polynomially simulate cut-free LK (DAG). We also show that cut-free LK
(DAG) polynomially simulates regular resolution. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Formally, a propositional proof system is dened to be a polynomial-time com-
putable function f from f0; 1g onto the set of tautologies. Informally, a proof system
consists of a nite set of valid axiom schemata with a nite number of sound rules
of inferences. They can be expressed as trees, sequences, or as directed acyclic graphs
(DAG).
When a proof P of a proof system is given, we measure its size by the total number
of symbols appearing in P, and its length by the total number of lines (inferences)
of P. The size of P is denoted by size(P) and the length by len(P).
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In 1979, Cook and Reckhow studied the relationship between the lengths of proposi-
tional proofs and computational complexity, and observed that NP= co-NP if and only
if there exists a propositional system in which proofs are all polynomially bounded [8].
At the same time, they brought the concept of polynomial-time algorithm into the world
of propositional logic. Let S1 and S2 be proof systems for propositional calculus. S1
polynomially simulates (p-simulates) S2 if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm
which, given an S2-proof of a formula A, produces an S1-proof of A.
Cut-Free propositional LK 1 and resolution are the most frequently used proof sys-
tems for automated theorem proving. In 1950s, Schutte et al. gave an algorithm to nd
a cut-free (predicate) LK proof of a given tautology, which was a byproduct of their
completeness proofs of (predicate) cut-free LK. Their algorithm guarantees that one
can construct a cut-free proof backwards simply by breaking up the given formula.
When a line (sequent) is reduced to one upper line during this procedure, one of the
logical connectives in the lower line is being analyzed and simplied. When a line is
reduced to several upper lines, we are proving the lower line by cases, and each upper
line expresses one of the cases. Consequently, every line in the obtained cut-free proof
is expressing a sub-case of the last line. This property allows us an easier and more
natural analysis of the proof structure than for resolution.
Resolution is a Hilbert style refutational system on the system for CNF formulas
such that in the rule of modus ponens,
A A!B
B
;
formula A must be an atomic formula. Davis and Putnam introduced an algorithm to
nd a resolution refutation of a given unsatisable set of clauses, that gave an alter-
native proof to show that resolution is logically complete [11]. Their algorithm adopts
the technique called forward proof search; one constructs a refutation by trial-and-
error (or by exhaustive search) starting with axioms. The internal nodes in a resolution
refutation express which variables are still remained to be resolved on.
It is natural to ask which is a more ecient and more appropriate system, resolution
or tableaux, as an engine of an automated theorem prover [5, 22]. It was shown that
tree resolution has super-polynomial speed-up over analytic tableaux in [8]; even truth
table is more ecient than analytic tableaux on some class of tautologies [10]. On the
other hand, it was shown that DAG cut-free LK and resolution p-simulate each other
when we allow the biconditional as the only connective in expressing formulas [20].
Both resolution and cut-free LK has natural extension so that the extended system has
polynomial-size proofs for many combinatorial problems which are hard for bounded
depth Frege systems and Cutting Planes. The search procedure for the polynomial-
size proofs is, again, much easier when we adopt cut-free LK as the base system
[2{4, 16, 21].
Along with these theoretical analysis, analytic tableaux and resolution have evolved
signicantly towards the synthesis of both systems; the system TABLEAU in [9]
1 Analytic tableaux is an expression of tree cut-free LK.
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is actually a variant of regular resolution, and the system GCNF [12] and BACK-
TRACKING are naturally viewed as subsystems of DAG cut-free LK. In practice,
much attention has been focused, not on the worst time complexity, but on the aver-
age time complexity and their eciency on particular classes of tautologies: randomly
generated 3-CNF (or bounded width CNF) formulas and combinatorially meaningful
formulas such as Tseitin’s formula and the pigeonhole principles.
Another, more theoretical, interest of this problem stems from its connection to the
cut-elimination theorem. As we show in Section 3, resolution is polynomially equiva-
lent to atomic-cut-only sequent calculus. Hence, asking whether cut-free LK (DAG) on
CNF-formulas p-simulates resolution is equivalent to asking whether atomic-cut elimi-
nation requires super-polynomial function. It is a well-known result that cut-elimination
for propositional calculus requires the exponential function [18]. Recently, it was re-
vealed that more restricted forms of cut-elimination such as reducing cuts of degree
k to k − 1 or reducing cuts of depth k to k − 1 still cause exponential blow-up in
the size of proofs [1, 15]. The cut-elimination procedure we propose in Section 3, by
contrast, is carried out in time O(n2) (n is the size of the initial resolution refutation)
to eliminate atomic cuts in regular resolution and resolution of bounded width initial
clauses.
Our translation algorithm is inspired by the work of Gallier, who gave a polynomial-
time algorithm translating tree resolution refutation into GCNF proofs [12].
2. Resolution and cut-free LK
We begin with reviewing two propositional systems, resolution and cut-free LK
[19, 13]. Proofs are expressed either as trees or directed acyclic graphs in these systems.
In the following argument, we assume that proofs (or refutation) are always expressed
as directed acyclic graphs or, equivalently, as sequences of formulas (or sequents).
Resolution is a refutational system: we show that a given formula is a tautology by
showing its negation, put into conjunctive normal form, is unsatisable.
A literal is a propositional variable or its conjugate. A clause is a nite set of literals,
such that for any variable p not both p and p is included in a clause. The meaning
of a clause is the disjunction of the literals in the clause. When a clause C consists of
a single literal l, we call C a unit clause and write C = l instead of C = flg for the
sake of simplicity. Let H be a nite set of clauses. A resolution of H is a directed
acyclic graph such that any leaf of the graph is labeled by a clause in H , the root
by the empty clause, and any inner node associated with its two upper nodes by the
resolution rule
Resolution rule
C1 [fpg C2 [fpg
C1 [C2 ,
where neither C1 nor C2 contains the literals p or p. The clauses contained in H are
called axioms.
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When the sizes of all the axioms are bounded by a constant k, the system is called
k-CNF resolution. For any k>3; k-CNF resolution is logically complete: Tseitin
gave a linear-time algorithm to convert a general formula into an equivalent 3-CNF
formula [19]. Furthermore, any k-CNF resolution for k>3 p-simulates unrestricted
resolution.
Let us review Tseitin’s technique to convert a general CNF formula into an equiva-
lent 3-CNF formula. Let C = fl1; : : : ; lng be a clause with n>3. He denotes the formula
ln _ (ln−1 _ (   (l2 _ l1)   )) by ~C. He associates new variables i (36i6n) to the
subformulas li _ ((   (ln−1 _ ln)   )) and 2 to l2 _ l1. Then, he associates i with
a set of clauses, Si, where Si= ffi; lig; fi; i−1g; f i; li; i−1gg. Intuitively, Si means
that i li _ i−1. He associates C with a set of clauses, C, where C=
Sn
i=3 Si [fng.
Note that the number of clauses in C is 3n− 2.
For a CNF formula A=C1 ^    ^Cm, he denes A by the conjunction of the all
clauses in Ci (16i6m). The size of A
 is bounded by 9  (size(A)). When H is a set
of clauses associated with a conjunctive normal form formula A, then H is dened
by the set of clauses associated with A. Tseitin shows the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For every truth assignment ; there exists a truth assignment  sat-
isfying the following condition;
1. (p)= (p) if p is a variable occurring in A; and
2. (A)= (A).
By Proposition 1, a formula A is contradictory if and only if A is.
Now, we give an algorithm to extend a resolution refutation of A to a 3-CNF refu-
tation of A.
Let P be a resolution refutation of a set of clauses H . Suppose that C = fl1; : : : ; lng
is in H . Then, we replace the leaf C by the following graph.
f 2; l1; l2g
f n−1; ln−1; n−2g
f n; ln; n−1g fng
fn−1; lng
fn−2; ln−1; lng....
f2; l3; : : : ; lng
fl1; l2; : : : ; lng
What we obtain, P, is a 3-CNF resolution refutation of H.
The algorithm given above guarantees that for any resolution refutation of H , there
is a linear-time algorithm to convert the refutation into a 3-CNF resolution refutation
of H, where H is a translation of H in 3-CNF form. This fact gives us a good
motivation to study k-CNF resolution.
A resolution refutation R is called regular if and only if for every resolution
C1 [fpg C2 [fpg
C1 [C2 (I),
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appearing in R, no resolution of the form,
D1 [fpg D2 [fpg
D1 [D2 ,
appears below I .
The formulation of the cut-free LK system diers according to the choice of logical
connectives, the expression of formulas, and the choice of structural rules. However,
the most important character of the cut-free LK system holds for every formulation: the
subformula property. In a cut-free LK proof, the formulas appearing in the proof are
all subformulas of the formula to be proved [13]. More specically, one can assume
that only clauses appear in a proof of :A, where A is a conjunctive normal form
formula. The formulation of cut-free LK given below is a subsystem of the original
cut-free LK system so that it is designed exclusively for the system of clauses.
A cedent is a sequence of clauses which is often expressed by a capital Greek letter.
A sequent is a string of the form  !, where   is called the antecedent and  the
succedent. An empty cedent is denoted by .
Cut-free LK is equipped with an axiom scheme,
Axioms: p;p!
and the following two inference rules.
Structural inference:
 !
 !,
where    as a set.
Logical inference:
flg;  ! C; !
flg[C;  ; ! ,
where l is a literal.
Suppose that H is a set of clauses. A cut-only refutation of H (or a cut-only proof
of H!) is a directed acyclic graph such that any leaf of the graph is labeled by
an axiom of the form,
Axioms: l1; : : : ; ln; C!;
where C 2H and C is of the form fl1; : : : ; lng, the root is labeled by a sequent
C1; : : : ; Cm! (fC1; : : : ; CmgH), and any inner node associated with its two upper
nodes by the cut,
Cut:
p; ! p;!
 [! ,
where p is a variable. The indicated occurrences of clauses p and p are called the
cut-formulas of this inference.
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A cut-only proof P is called regular if and only if for every cut
p; ! p;!
 [! (I),
appearing in P, no cut of the form,
p;! p;!
[! ,
appears below I .
A resolution refutation P of H is ready to be converted into a cut-only proof P0 of
H! by replacing each resolution rule by a cut-rule. Replace each clause in P by
the list of negation of literals contained in the clause and the list of axioms which are
the ancestors of the clause. For example, a resolution of the form
pqs p s
pq p q
p
pr p r
p

is converted to a cut-only proof of the form
s; q; p;pqs! s; p;p s!
q; p;pqs; p s! q; p;p q!
p;pqs; p s; p q!
r; p; pr! r; p; p r!
p; pr; p r!
pqs; p s; p q; pr; p r! :
The size of each line in the obtained proof is bounded by the size of H . Hence, the size
of the proof is bounded by n2, where n is the size of the original resolution refutation.
Note that any clause of length more than 1 in P0 is a clause in H . This simple fact is
crucial to show that cut-free LK p-simulates k-CNF resolution.
When P is regular, so is P0. Succedents in a cut-free LK proof or a cut-only proof are
always empty. Hence, we omit !’s for the sake of simplicity. When S is a sequent
of the form  !, we may use the same symbol S to denote the set of clauses
contained in  .
3. Cut-elimination algorithm
In this section, we design algorithms to convert cut-only proofs into cut-free LK
proofs. In order to simplify the proof of the main theorem of this section, we introduce
to the system of cut-free LK the following axioms:
General axioms: l1; : : : ; ln; C;
where C is of the form fl1; : : : ; lng, and the following new inference rule
Multiple logical inference:
flg;   D1; : : : ; Dm; 
flg[D1; : : : ; flg[Dm; ;
where l is a literal and  [ as sets.
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We denote cut-free LK with general axioms and multiple logical inference rule by
cut-free LK. Obviously cut-free LK is a subsystem of cut-free LK.
Lemma 1. Suppose that Q is a cut-free LK proof of C1; : : : ; Cn. Then; there ex-
ists a cut-free LK proof Q0 of C1; : : : ; Cn such that len(Q0)6len(Q)  size(Q) and
size(Q0)6size(Q)2.
Proof. A general axiom,
l1; : : : ; ln; fl1; : : : ; lng
can be converted into a sequence of logical inferences;
l1; l1
ln−1; ln−1 ln; ln
fln−1; lng; ln−1; ln....
fl2; : : : ; lng; l2; : : : ; ln
fl1; : : : ; lng; l1; : : : ; ln
l1; : : : ; ln; fl1; : : : ; lng :
A multiple logical inference
flg;   D1; : : : ; Dm; 
flg[D1; : : : ; flg[Dm; 
can be converted into a sequence of logical inferences and a structural inference
flg;  
flg;   D1; : : : ; Dm; 
flg[D1; D2; : : : ; Dm;  [
D2; : : : ; Dm; flg[D1;  [....
Dm; flg[D1; : : : ; flg[Dm−1;  [
flg[Dm; flg[D1; : : : ; flg[Dm−1;  [
flg[D1; : : : ; flg[Dm;  :
Closely watching the conversion given above, we have a cut-free LK proof Q0 such
that len(Q0)6len(Q)  size(Q) and size(Q0)6size(Q). 2
Lemma 2. Let S denote the sequent l; C1 [ l; : : : ; Cn [ l; D1 [ l; : : : ; Dm [ l;   such that
the occurrences of l and l are fully indicated; and none of Di (16i6m) is empty.
Let S denote the sequent D1; : : : ; Dm;  . For any cut-only proof P of S; there exists
a cut-only proof Q of S such that size(Q)6size(P) and len(Q)6len(P).
2 D can be also dened as a clause derivable from C by unit resolution using the clauses l1; : : : ; lm as unit
clauses.
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Proof. By deleting all the occurrences of l and l from P, we obtain a cut-only proof
Q of S.
We design two algorithms: one to convert a regular cut-only LK proof into cut-free
LK proof, and another to convert non-regular one. First we choose a truth valuation ,
then we convert each cut inference into a sequence of logical inferences according to
the value of the cut-formula under . When a given cut-only LK proof is regular, the
choice of  is not important. However, when it is non-regular, the size of the obtained
cut-free LK proof depends on the choice of . The assignment of  does not have any
semantical meaning, but it is purely syntactical.
Denition 1. Let  denote a truth valuation and C denote a clause of the form fl1; : : : ;
lkg. We dene a subclause C() of C so that l2C() if and only if l2C and (l)= 1,
where 1 stands for True.
Denition 2. Let S denote the sequent C1; : : : ; Cn, and  a valuation. We dene the
degree of  on S by maxfcard(Ci()) j 16i6ng, and denote it by d(S). We dene
the degree of S by minfd(S) j  is a valuationg.
Denition 3. Let  denote a valuation,   a sequent and l1; : : : ; lm the list of unit clauses
in   such that (lj)= 0 (16j6m). Then we dene   by the sequent obtained by
deleting every occurrence of l1; : : : ; lm; l1; : : : ; lm from  .
Similarly, we dene  P() to be the sequent obtained by (1) throwing in all the
clauses D satisfying the following condition; 9C 2 [C − f l1; : : : ; lmgDC]; 2 and
(1) deleting the unit clauses l1; : : : ; lm from  .
Example. Suppose that S is p1; p2; p5; f p1; p2; p8g; fp2; p5; p9g and (pk)= 1 for all
k>1. Then, S is p1; f p1; p8g; p9, and SP() is p1; f p1; p8g; f p1; p2; p8g; p9; fp5; p9g;
fp2; p9g; fp2; p5; p9g.
  and  P() are designed so that for a given cut-only proof P=: S1; : : : ; Sn, (S1); : : : ;
(Sn) forms a cut-free LK proof when P is regular, and (S1)P(); : : : ; (Sn)P() otherwise.
Proposition 2. For any sequent S and any valuation ; the size of SP() is bounded
by 2d
(S)  size(S).
Proof. For every clause C, the number of D’s satisfying the condition [C−f l1; : : : ; lmg
DC] is bounded by 2d(S).
The next proposition immediately follows from the denition and the fact every
clause of size more than 1 in a cut-only proof must be contained in the end sequent.
Proposition 3. Suppose T is a sequent occurring in a cut-only proof P of S. Then;
for any valuation ; d(T )6d(S).
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Proposition 3 helps in dening the degree of a given cut-only proof. Let’s take the
pigeonhole principle as an example. The negation of the pigeonhole principle with m
pigeons and n holes (m>n+1) is formulated as a sequence of propositional formulas
as follows:
:PHP(m; n):
^
16i6m
_
16j6n
pi; j;
^
16i<k6m
^
16j6n
( pi; j pk; j):
If we dene a valuation  so that (p)= 0 for every variable p, the degree of  is 2.
Hence, we can conclude that for any cut-only proof P of :PHP(m; n) and any sequent
T appearing in P, d(T )62.
We now show that there is a linear-time algorithm to convert regular cut-only proofs
into cut-free LK proofs.
Lemma 3. Suppose that P= S1; : : : ; Sm is a cut-only regular proof such that no clause
in the end-sequent Sm is a unit clause. Then; for any valuation ; there exists a
subsequence P of (S1); : : : ; (Sm) such that P is a cut-free LK proof of Sm.
Proof. Let  be given. Since Sm does not contain any unit clause, we have (Sm)= Sm.
Suppose that Sk is an axiom; Sk is of the form,
l1; : : : ; lu; f l1; : : : ; lug:
Then, (Sk) is either empty or a generalized axiom in LK.
Suppose that P is regular and Sk is inferred from Si and Sj (i<j<k);
(Si=) l;   (Sj =) l; 
(Sk =)  [ :
We can assume that   is of the form l1; : : : ; lu; D1; : : : ; Dv; and  is of the form
l1; : : : ; lw; D1; : : : ; Dz;  where (lr)= (ls)= 0 for all 16r6u and 16s6w, and [
consists of unit clauses of which values are 1 under . Namely,
Si = l; l1; : : : ; lu; D1; : : : ; Dv;;
Sj = l; l1; : : : ; lw; D1; : : : ; Dz; ;
Sk = l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lw; fD1; : : : ; Dvg[ fD1; : : : ; Dzg; [:
Case 3.1: Suppose that (l)= 0 and   is an empty cedent. Note that the literal l
must be contained in a clause in  . Suppose that l2Dr . Since  = ;, l2Dr f l; l1; : : : ;
lug. Namely, Dr − f l; l1; : : : ; lug= ; but Dr − f l1; : : : ; lug= f lg. Hence, (Sk) contains
the unit clause l. As a result,
(Sj)
(Sk)
forms a structural inference.
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Case 3.2: Suppose that ( l)= 0 and  is an empty cedent. Then, the proof is similar
to (Case 3.1).
Case 3.3: Suppose that neither (Si) nor (Sj) is empty.
Case 3.3.1: Suppose that (l)= 0. Then, (Si) is of the form
D1 − f l; l1; : : : ; lug; : : : ; Dv − f l; l1; : : : ; lug; :
(Sj) is of the form
l; D1 − f l1; : : : ; lwg; : : : ; Dz − f l1; : : : ; lwg; :
The following inference J is a valid multiple logical inference.
D1−f l; l1; : : : ; lug; : : : ; Dv−f l; l1; : : : ; lug;  l; D1−f l1; : : : ; lwg; : : : ; Dz−f l1; : : : ; lwg; 
D1−f l1; : : : ; lug; : : : ; Dv−f l1; : : : ; lug; D1−f l1; : : : ; lwg; : : : ; Dz−f l1; : : : ; lwg; [
J
:
Now, we want to show that the lower sequent of J is equal to (Sk) as a set
of clauses: Dr − f l1; : : : ; lug=Dr − f l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lwg and Dq − f l1; : : : ; lwg=Dq −
f l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lwg for every 16r6v; 16q6z. It suces to show the following: if
l is a unit clause appearing in   (resp. ), then either l appears in Si (resp. Sj) as
a unit clause or l =2Dr (resp. l 2Dr) for all 16r6v (resp. 16r6z). Suppose that
l does not appear as a unit clause in Si but l 2Dr . Then, l must also appear in Si
in a non-unit clause. Since there is no structural inference in the subproof of Si, there
must exist a cut of which cut-formula is l above Si. At the same time, the unit clause
l cannot appear in the end-sequent: it must be removed as a cut-formula below Si,
that contradicts the regularity of P. Consequently, (Si); (Sj) and (Sk) form a valid
multiple logical inference.
Case 3.3.2: Suppose that (l)= 1. Then, the proof is similar to Case 3.3.1.
We now want to extend our result to non-regular resolution. When P= S1; : : : ; Sm is
a non-regular cut-only proof, (S1); : : : ; (Sm) may not form a sequence of proper in-
ferences. Instead, (a subsequence of) (S1)P(); : : : ; (Sm)P() forms a sequence of proper
inferences. Unfortunately, conversion of S into SP() increases the size of proofs con-
siderably: the size of SP() is merely bounded by 2k  size(S) where k is the degree of
 on S.
Lemma 4. Suppose that P= S1; : : : ; Sm is a cut-only proof such that no clause in the
end-sequent Sm is a unit clause. For any truth valuation ; there exists a subse-
quence P of (S1)P(); : : : ; (Sm)P() such that P is a cut-free LK proof of Sm and
len(P)6len(P) and size(P)62d
(Sm)  size(P).
Proof. Let  be given. Since Sm does not contain any unit clause, we have (Sm)P()=Sm.
Suppose that Sk is an axiom. Then, (Sk) is either empty or a generalized axiom. If
(Sk) is a generalized axiom, (Sk)P() is inferred from a generalized axiom by using a
structural inference.
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Suppose that Sk is inferred from Si and Sj.
(Si=) l;   (Sj =) l; 
(Sk =)  [ :
We can assume that   is of the form l1; : : : ; lu; D1; : : : ; Dv; and  is of the form
l1; : : : ; lw; D1; : : : ; Dz;  where (lr)= 0 and (ls)= 0 for all 16r6u and 16s6w,
and [ consists of unit clauses of which values are 1 under . Namely,
Si = l; l1; : : : ; lu; D1; : : : ; Dv;;
Sj = l; l1; : : : ; lw; D1; : : : ; Dz; ;
Sk = l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lw; fD1; : : : ; Dvg[ fD1; : : : ; Dzg; [:
Case 4.1: Suppose that (l)= 0 and   is empty. Then,
Sj
Sk
forms a valid structural inference: the proof is similar to (Case 3.1) in Lemma 3.
Case 4.2: Suppose that ( l)= 0 and  is an empty cedent. Then,
Si
Sk
forms a valid structural inference: the proof is similar to (Case 4.1).
Case 4.3: Suppose that neither (Si) nor (Sj) is empty.
Case 4.3.1: Suppose that (l)= 0. Let   denote the set of clauses,
fD j 9r(16r6v)[Dr − f l; l1; : : : ; lugDDr]g;
 0 denote the set of clauses,
fD j 9r(16r6v)[Dr − f l1; : : : ; lugDDr]g;
and  denote the set of clauses,
fD j 9r(16r6z)[Dr − f l1; : : : ; lwgDDr]g:
Then, (Si)P() consists of the clauses in   [. Similarly, (Sj)P() consists of the
clauses in ff lgg[ [. If we dene S by a sequent consisting of the clauses in
 0 [ [[, then (Si)P(), (Sj)P() and S forms a valid multiple logical inference.
Now we show that S  (Sk)P() as sets. If D2[, obviously D2 (Sk)P(). Suppose
that D2 0. Then,
Dr − f l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lwgDDr:
Hence, we have D2 (Sk)P(). Suppose that D2. Then,
Dr − f l1; : : : ; lu; l1; : : : ; lwgDDr:
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Hence, we have D2 (Sk)P(). In either case, S  (Sk)P() holds. Consequently, (Si)P(),
(Sj)P() and (Sk)P() forms a valid multiple logical inference.
Case 4.3.2: Suppose that (l)= 1. Then, the proof is similar to Case 4.3.1.
Theorem 1. Suppose that P is a cut-only proof of S such that len(P)=m; size(P)= n.
Then; there exists a cut-free proof P of S such that
len(P)6mn and size(P)62d(P)n2:
When P is regular then we have
size(P)6n2:
Proof. Lemma 3 together with Propositions 2 and 3 completes the second half of the
proof for Theorem 1. By picking the truth valuation  so that d(Sm)=d(Sm), we have
size(P)62d(Sm)  size(P). Together with Propositions 2 and 3, Lemma 4 proves the
rst half of Theorem 1.
Next corollary immediately follows from Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm to convert regular resolution
into (DAG) cut-free LK. 3
When we convert k-CNF resolution into cut-only LK, the degree of the obtained cut-
only proof is always bounded by the constant k. Consequently, we obtain the following
corollary, though the result was already known.
Corollary 2. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm to convert k-CNF resolution
into (DAG) cut-free LK.
In [19], Tseitin showed that tree resolution does not p-simulate (DAG) resolution 4
by proving the super-polynomial lower bounds for Tseitin formulas in tree resolution,
and their polynomial lower bounds in resolution. Since Tseitin’s formulas are put in
3-CNF form, there are polynomial-size (DAG) cut-free LK proofs of Tseitin’s formulas.
As mentioned in Section 3, the degree of the pigeonhole principle is 2. It is a
major current issue in the eld of the proof complexity whether or not resolution has
polynomial-size proofs for (the negation of) the pigeonhole principle with m pigeons
and n holes for m>n2. Theorem 1 implies that any super-polynomial lower bounds of
:PHP(m; n) for (DAG) cut-free LK implies that for (unrestricted) resolution.
Another application of Theorem 1 is super-polynomial separation between regular
resolution and (DAG) cut-free LK. Goerdt gave examples which witness the super-
polynomial separation of unrestricted and regular resolution in [14]. Goerdt’s examples
3 The p-simulation result of regular resolution by cut-free LK was already obtained by Reckhow with a
dierent proof [17].
4 Better separation results can be found in [6, 7].
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are modied versions of the pigeonhole principles, and there exists a valuation of which
degree on Goerdt’s examples is bounded by a constant. Hence, by our theorem, there
exists polynomial-size (DAG) cut-free LK refutation for Goerdt’s examples.
Corollary 3. (DAG) cut-free LK has super-polynomial speed-up over regular resolu-
tion.
Suppose that S is a contradictory set of clauses such that d(S)=O(log(m)) where
m is the size of the shortest resolution refutation of S. Then, by Theorem 1, there
exists a (DAG) cut-free LK refutation of S of size O(m3). As far as the author knows,
there is no contradictory set of clauses, H , such that H has no short regular resolution
proof, but the degree is not logarithmically bounded. If the following conjecture is
true, Theorem 1 immediately implies the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm to
convert resolution refutation into (DAG) cut-free LK proofs.
Conjecture. Suppose that S = fC1; : : : ; Cmg is a contradictory set of clauses such that
none of its proper subset is contradictory. Let n denote the size of the shortest resolution
refutation of S. Then, either S has a polynomial-size regular resolution refutation or
d(S)=O(log n).
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